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interconnection required for implementation

Abstracts:

of logic. When an application needs higher
The structural design & realization
of Binary to Ternary converter is described.
The objective of this converter is to suggest
a

solution

for

compatibility

between

emerging ternary & binary systems. The
suggested Binary to Ternary converter is
implemented using „m‟ trits of Ternary logic
into „n‟ bits of Binary logic conversion.
Aforesaid converter provides a fast method
for digital conversion from Binary to
Ternary logic. Binary signals are used as an
input to the converter for converting in to
ternary signals using matrix of MOSFET

speed of operation, Ternary logic is proved
to be an excellent option [1,2,3]. Unbalance
Ternary logic system has 0, 1, 2 representing
low, intermediate, & high logic levels [4].
The system having higher radix than 2
shows

faster

speed

of

processing

in

arithmetic operation as less number of digits
is required [5,6]. The channel capacity can
be utilized more effectively as higher
information content can be processed [7],
therefore for the compatibility of binary &
ternary logic system, a Binary to Ternary
converter is essential.

devices. Binary logic gates are implemented
for switching the MOSFET matrix. The
design

is

implemented

using

cadence

1. PROPOSED BINARY TO
TERNARY CONVERTER:

using

The 3 bit binary input A, B, C is

cadence virtuoso analog design environment

incorporated in binary to ternary converter

of 180nm CMOS process technology.

circuit. The 3 bit Binary to 2 trit Ternary

schematic

editor

and

simulated

converter circuit comprises plurality of
Index Terms: Binary, Ternary, Converter,
CMOS, MVL, NMOS, PMOS.

circuit comprising an inverter, a NOR gate
and a transmission gate. Binary input is
given to inverters and then given to a NOR

INTRODUCTION:

gate. Where NOR gate is the remaining half
Ternary logic is one of the emerging fields
in

digital

electronics

and

of the Binary to Ternary converter circuit.

computing

machines. Most of the current systems work

The remaining section of the Binary

on binary logic. Ternary logic has 3 levels

to Ternary converter comprises PMOS,

which

over

NMOS and a transmission gate. Depending

existing binary system including reduced

on the ternary output, the combinations of

provide

many

advantages

above gate are implemented to convert the

formed by two transistors. While disabled

inputs in to corresponding outputs. Thus the

means when Vg1= VDD and Vg2 = -VDD

circuit converts three binary signals into

switching OFF both transistors. In certain

fraction of two trit ternary signals[8].

configuration the resistance between Vin

For „n‟ trit ternary system, total 3n
digital combinations are possible and for „m‟
bit

binary

system,

total

2m

and Vout may be of many orders of ohm
(10^9Ω) [10,11].

digital

combinations are possible. Hence,
n*log3= m*log2
𝒎
𝒏

= 1.58

For example an n=32 trit ternary system and
a 32 bit binary will have counting ratio
32

3 /2

32

Figure 1(a) Design of Transmission Gate (b)

= 431440. This means 32 digit

Symbol of Inverter

ternary based systems will process the
information

431440

contemporary

32

bit

times

more

than

1.2 Design of Inverter:

binary computer

architecture [9].
1.1 Transmission Gate (TG):

A logic gate is an idealized physical
device implementing a Boolean function,
that is, it performs a logical operation on one
or more logic inputs and produces a single

CMOS TG is shown in Figure 1

logic output. In digital logic, an inverter or

along with its symbol. It is designed using P

NOT gate is a logic gate which implements

of N channel MOSFET. TG allows Vin to

logical negation. The truth table 1 and

be connected to output Vout when enabled

symbol is shown in Figure 2. A NOT gate is

while keeps input, output isolated when

also called an inverter. The circle on the

disabled. Enabled means when Vg1 = -VDD

triangular symbol is called a bubble, and is

and Vg2 = +VDD to make both transistors

used in logic diagrams to indicate a logic

are on. The input voltage Vin is then

negation between the external logic state and

connected to output Vout through the

the internal logic state (1 to 0 or vice the

parallel ON resistance of the channels

versa).

The

circuit

symbol

must

be

accompanied by a statement asserting that

be combined to generate any other logical

the positive logic convention or negative

function. The Truth Table 2 and symbol of

logic convention is being used (high voltage

NOR gate shown in Figure 3. By contrast,

level = 1 or high voltage level = 0,

the OR operator is monotonic as it can only

respectively) [12].

change LOW to HIGH but not vice versa
[12].

Figure 2: Symbol of NOT gate
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0

1

Figure 3: Symbol of NOR gate

Truth Table 1: NOT gate

1.3 Design of NOR Gate:
The NOR gate is a digital logic gate
that implements logical NOR operation
according to the truth table 2. When both the
inputs to the gate are LOW (0) a HIGH
output (1) results; if any one or both inputs
are HIGH (1), a LOW output (0) results.
NOR is the result of the negation of the OR
operator. NOR is a functionally complete
operation, combinations of NOR gates can
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Truth Table 2: NOR gate

2. SCHEMATIC:
2.1 Schematic of Inverter:

2.3 Schematic of 3bit Binary to Ternary
Converter:

Figure 4: Schematic of Inverter

2.2 Schematic of NOR Gate:

Figure 6: Schematic of Binary to Ternary
Converter

3. SIMULATION RESULT:

Figure 5: Schematic of NOR Gate

Figure 7: Simulation Result of Binary to
Ternary Converter
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